
T R A I N E E  F O C U S

" I am most looking
forward to being back
in the classroom and
seeing my pupils face-
to-face"

Max Rendell
Training to teach maths at Miltoncross Academy

Meet Max
Max has always loved maths. 
 Following a career in a completely
different field, Max decided to
change course and chose teaching
where he can pursue his passion
for mathematics and inspire
others.

I have always loved maths and knew from a young age that it is something that I

wanted to get into when I was older.  After finishing my degree in maths, I decided

I wanted to head into a science field of data analytics; the subject I took my

masters in.

Upon finishing my masters, I spent a year in industry as an Assistant Merchandiser

at B&Q Head Office.  My first year in industry was not what I expected.  I started

the role expecting it to be more of the analytical nature due to having the job title

of Analyst.  This was not the case, which I was not prepared for.  Towards the end

of my first year, I was furloughed due to the COVID crisis.



During my time on furlough, I reflected on what I wanted my career to look like

and what path I would find most interesting.  I thought back on the subject I love

and wanted to always get into; that was maths.  There was just one more question I

had to ask myself - what job can I do that focuses on maths on a daily basis?  The

answer to that question was teaching.

I have always considered teaching maths but there had been something holding me

back.  I think I wanted to experience 'the world' and industry after university. 

 After doing this, I wanted to do more and start a career doing something that I

would love to do everyday.  I chose maths as I believe I can share my passion and

knowledge of the subject with my pupils to help inspire them to also love maths

and see it for what it can be.

The course with TKAT

SCITT so far, has given me

the skills and knowledge

required to be an

outstanding teacher. I feel

like the course offers me a

good level of theory where

I can then apply these

principles in practice

through weekly focus

targets. TKAT has made

sure I am prepared for the

world of teaching by

offering me as much 

information as possible on the challenges I may face and ways I can overcome these.

There's not been one particular highlight for me during the course.  I have enjoyed the

many conference days TKAT offers its trainees.  These conference days have given me

a greater understanding of classroom management strategies such as behaviour and

personal wellbeing.  One of my favourite conference days was learning about being a

Neuro Ninja.  This was about me as a person and ways I can cope, juggling teaching and

living.  The expert guest speakers make these days informative and educational.  They

offer a greater insight into the world of teaching and strategies I can use to ensure my

personal wellbeing is secure in order to make teaching a life-long career.



Remote learning has shown my true resilience.  In the first few weeks of lockdown I

changed my lesson formats to adapt to the wider requirements of my department in

order to make mine and my colleagues workloads manageable.  I had to adapt to using

Google Classroom and deliver lessons via pre-recorded content or live lessons via

Google Meet.  Once I was into the swing of things, remote learning became second

nature where I was able to run my Google classes to the same standard of teaching I

would deliver if I were teaching face-to-face.  One of the lows of remote learning was

the occasional lack of work completed by some of the students.  This was sometimes

disheartening as I had put in work to make sure my lessons were educational and fun

whilst students were at home.  This was outweighed by the students that did

participate in my lessons as that is why I got into teaching.   I wanted to make a

difference and ensure all pupils had a fulfilling education, even if only some complete

the work set.

I am really looking forward to being back in the classroom and seeing my pupils face-

to-face.  Teaching is is already a rewarding career even though I have only been

teaching for just over a term.  Talking to pupils and making sure they are ok and

understand the work is better done face-to-face and something that makes teaching

more rewarding when a pupil goes from not understanding the work, to

understanding it.  Being able to talk to colleagues is also something I am looking

forward to doing once back at school.  Discussing ideas on lessons with more

experienced colleagues can ensure I make my maths lessons fun and enjoyable but at

the same time educational and contributing to pupils learning.


